
General Form of the Pump Curves

1. Significance of the q/ω ratio in terms of driving
a. |q/ω| > 1 implies forced flow. One such situation is when volumetric flow is

above the rated value while the pump speed remains at or below rated rotation
speed. For such situations the pump is a drag on the fluid.

b. |q/ω| < 1 implies an over driven pump. One example is when the pump speed is
accelerated beyond the rated speed, while fluid flow remains at or below the
rated value. In this case the pump provides a driving force to the fluid.

2. Forms of head and torque functions for different q/ω
a. Driving pump implies h is the result of centripetal force, which is proportional

to ω2

b. For a driving pump (|q/ω|<1) h/ω2= f(q/ω). Values of f need only be specified
for independent variable values between -1 and 1, requiring only a bounded
table of data to totally specify the performance.

c. Drag force implies h proportional to q2

d. For a dragging pump (ω/q<1) h/q2 = f(ω/q). Again full performance in this
regime is specified with a bounded set of data.

3. For driven pump flow, we expect totally different performance characteristics
depending on whether the pump rotation is normal (positive) or reverse (negative).
When the pump is acting as a flow resistance, we expect that the nature of the
resistance will depend on the direction of the flow (the sign of q). This is analogous
to the difference in loss coefficients at an abrupt change in pipe wall diameter,
depending on direction of flow between the two different piping regions. This results
in a requirement for 4 final curves for pump head (and torque) to specify the full
performance envelope of a pump.

Curve Segment |q/ω| ω q Correlation
1 ≤1 >0 h/ω2= f(q/ω)
4 ≤1 <0 "
2 >1 >0 h/q2 = f(ω/q)
3 >1 <0 "

4. The code obtains a value of “h” from the tabulated curves (“f”), multiplies it by
density and rated head (HR), to obtain an induced pressure change ∆P. For stability the
derivative of ∆P with respect to velocity is also obtained. These are substituted into
the pump cell face (j+1/2) momentum equation to obtain new flow velocity (vapor and
liquid velocities assumed equal)



5. Torque
a. Torque is specified by similar non-dimensional curves to give non-dimensional

torque β
b. True torque is T = β TR ρ / ρR

6. Two phase degradation
a. The term Degradation is most appropriate to the state with ω>0 and ω/q>1

(normal driving state). When flow goes two-phase, bad things happen to the
efficiency of the device.

b. Fully degraded curves
i. Non-Dimensional head H2 obtained from correlation for fully degraded

(two-phase state)
ii. H2 is averaged with the single phase head H1 to get the final result.

c. Degradation curves as function of alpha
i. M(α) goes to 0 at α = 1 or 0, and to 1 over some region in between.
ii. H = H1 - M(α)(H1 - H2)

d. Different Degradation curves are necessary for head and torque
7. Omega vs. time

a. Dynamic Equation is: I dω/dt = sum of torques ( -T - C Ω |Ω |/ Ω2
R - etc)

b. Pump speed options in TRAC-B
i. Constant ω until trip then tabulated in the input deck
ii. Constant ω until trip then the above dynamic equation is applied.
iii. Dynamic equation with motor torque from a control block


